Worksheet 5. Vocabulary practice

Circle the letter of the word or phrase that means the same as the words in bold.

1. Fuel from corn is **carbon-free**.
   a. full of carbon  b. 50% carbon  c. without any carbon

2. Many chemicals **pollute** the air.
   a. dirty  b. fly around in  c. clean

3. The scientists invented a process to get rid of the **waste**.
   a. paper  b. gasoline  c. garbage

4. The company **recycles** the paper it uses.
   a. throws it out  b. uses it again  c. burns it

5. The country of Monaco is only **1.95 square kilometers**. (km.)
   a. 1.95 km. in area  b. 1.95 km. wide  c. 1.95 km. long

6. The police won’t **allow** anyone in that building.
   a. permit  b. arrest  c. shoot

7. There’s a lot of corn in the **fields** of the midwestern United States.
   a. forests  b. rivers  c. open, flat land

8. John is **entirely** honest.
   a. completely  b. a little bit  c. not at all

9. Dr. Avela **does research on** chimpanzees.
   a. takes care of  b. loves  c. find information about

10. A lot of people are going to **invest** in the new company.
    a. work  b. quit  c. put money into

11. These **facilities** are very modern.
    a. buses  b. paintings  c. buildings

12. Students have **housing** on campus at their college.
    a. places to live  b. classrooms  c. education

13. The university has over 1,000 **employees**.
    a. students  b. workers  c. investors

14. Some TV programs are educational, and some are just for **entertainment**.
    a. work  b. fun  c. study